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Abstract—Residential HVAC control is a large untapped
resource for providing regulation services to the grid. This paper
presents a set of algorithms for controlling HVACs of a group of
residential houses that a demand response aggregator can use to
sell regulation service in the wholesale market. The focus is on the
regulation market offered by the PJM RTO. Real-world regula-
tion signals from PJM are used to simulate the performance and
range of regulation services in a realistic scenario. After present-
ing the empirical counter example for why a universal optimal
control strategy cannot exist for regulation, a set of heuristic
algorithms is presented, which performs well in a range of test
cases. The control mechanism involves a central controller com-
municating with smart thermostats of multiple residential houses
to gather indoor temperature data, prioritizing them according
to certain heuristics and sending on/off signals back to the ther-
mostats to control the HVAC. The case studies indicate that the
proposed heuristic algorithms can deliver the required regulation
services, while adequately handling communication delays, differ-
ent types of regulation signals and household’s thermal comfort
requirements.

Index Terms—Regulation services, aggregated HVAC control,
smart thermostat.

I. INTRODUCTION

REGIONAL transmission operators (RTO), such as PJM
in the U.S., are responsible for managing the whole-

sale electricity market for smooth operation of the electric
grid. In PJM, the wholesale markets consist of: (i) the energy
market—which ensures real-time balance between the energy
produced and consumed; (ii) the capacity market—which
ensures sufficient generation capacity to serve the expected
system load; and (iii) the ancillary services market—which
provides the reserve and regulation services [1]. A regulation
service requires participants to vary their generation (or con-
sumption in the case of a demand response (DR) resource)
in response to regulation signals dispatched by RTO. Two
kinds of regulation signals are available in the PJM market:
slow changing traditional regulation signal (RegA) and fast
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changing (every 2 seconds) dynamic regulation signal (RegD).
Participants can bid the amount, price and type of regulation
services (RegA or RegD) for each hour of the next day. And,
if they win the bid, they are expected to adjust their genera-
tion (or consumption) to closely follow the regulation signals
during that hour.

One type of participants for a regulation service is a DR
aggregator who aggregates at least a certain amount of
building-level loads (e.g., at least 0.1MW for PJM) and
control them to make the aggregated power follow the reg-
ulation signal. Typical building-level loads that can be aggre-
gated/controlled are a group of residential Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) units. Aggregated control of
HVACs has a number of unique challenges. First challenge
comes from the requirement to keep the indoor temperature of
each house within an acceptable homeowner’s comfort range.
This constraint forces HVACs to turn ON or OFF to main-
tain the indoor temperature around the pre-set set point (e.g.,
77◦F). And, with simultaneous operation of many HVACs, it
will create inadvertent and large aggregated power fluctuation
that interferes with the objective of controlling their aggre-
gated power consumption. The second challenge comes from
the fact that AC compressors cannot be cycled very quickly
due to their built-in protection mechanism to ensure the min-
imum amount of time an HVAC is turned ON. This poses
a challenge in controlling the aggregated power of HVACs to
track fast moving regulation signals.

To tackle these challenges, methods to control a group of
HVACs were discussed in the literature. In [2], researchers
presented a mechanism (called safe protocol) to produce pos-
itive and negative power pulses without disturbing the state
diversity and creating peaks due to inadvertent synchroniza-
tion. In [3], the authors proposed a temperature priority-based
algorithm to control an aggregation of HVAC units for load
following where compressor lockouts (because of the mini-
mum ON/OFF time constraint) are taken into account. The
work was extended in [4] to take into account thermal behav-
ior variations among different houses. The work however was
done using a one-minute signal as opposed to the two-second
regulation signal. Also, the HVAC rated capacity was assumed
to be the same for all the houses. The weighted minimization
problem of the differences between wind power and residential
demand and between the desired temperature and the actual
temperature was explored in [5]. However, the model assumed
continuous variability of HVAC power. It also ignored min-
imum ON/OFF time requirements or problem of inadvertent
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synchronizations. Authors in [6] have added frequency control
into a simple dead-band based HVAC control as a means to
provide frequency response to the Great Britain grid. The work
disregarded hard temperature limits and the aggregation effect
was not properly tackled to make the power follow a regula-
tion signal. Authors in [7] presented a state-space model for
aggregated HVAC control that could be used for load follow-
ing. However, it was a simplified aggregated model that did not
consider individual HVAC dynamics and minimum ON/OFF
time requirements. In [8], the sliding mode set point change-
based controller was used for making the aggregated HVAC
power follow Automatic Generation Control (AGC) signals.
The meta-heuristic natural aggregation algorithm was used
to solve the HVAC status scheduling problem for load-shape
modification and cost-minimization in [9]. But the approach
was only applicable for cases when the aggregated HVAC
power needed to follow a known power profile, which is not
the case for constantly changing regulation signals.

Some work was carried out in the area of commercial
HVAC control. Regulation services were explored in the case
with variable and controllable fans [10], [11]. A decentral-
ized control algorithm for HVACs for load-shape management
was explored in [12] and a partial differential equation-
based aggregated model incorporating set-point change was
developed in [13]. However, these aggregated mathematical
models did not consider ON/OFF time requirements of indi-
vidual compressors. While commercial HVACs were clearly
identified as a great resource for regulation services [14],
the residential sector on the other hand provides untapped
demand-side resources and is expected to contribute signifi-
cantly in the regulation market of the future [15].

The work most closest to ours is found in [16] where the AC
compressor’s minimum ON/OFF times were explicitly mod-
elled in the state-space model. Authors tackle unpredictability
of regulation signals by maximizing the ‘regulation capac-
ity’, defined to be proportional to the number of unlocked
HVACs. The state queuing model employed in this and other
similar work [17], [18] to make control decision involved
several modelling simplifications that made even enormous
problem size tractable; however, this paper employed the
HVAC physical model instead of the queuing model for better
accuracy [19]. While authors in [20] presented an aggregated
HVAC control mechanism similar to ours, but we use time-to-
boundary based approach compared to temperature deviation
based approach used by the authors.

In this paper, we tackle the aggregated HVAC control
problem from the first principle using the second order thermal
dynamics, and present an intuitive empirical proof that when
the minimum compressor ON/OFF time constraint is imposed,
no algorithm can perform optimal control for all kinds of reg-
ulation signals. This provides theoretical clarity to the problem
and sets up a realistic expectation for what can and cannot be
achieved by using algorithms and optimization methods. We
present a set of intuitive heuristic algorithms that is demon-
strated to perform well in tracking fast moving (two-second
intervals) real-world RegD signals from PJM. A method to
determine the regulation capability to bid to the wholesale
market to maximize the profit is also presented. In addition,

the impact of different comfort settings, communication delay
and the regulation signal type on the regulation performance
score and credit has also been analyzed.

Hence, the contributions of this paper include:
i) Empirical proof by counter-example for why universal

optimal regulation algorithm cannot exist.
ii) A complete framework for implementing a residential

HVAC control based regulation service for DR aggrega-
tors, including the process of determining the regulation
capability.

iii) A set of log-linear (on the number of HVACs) real-time
algorithm for controlling the group of HVACs to closely
follow the regulation signal that has good performance
on wide range of real-world regulation signals.

iv) Analysis of the impact of communication delay, signal
type and homeowner comfort preference on the regula-
tion service based on the performance score calculation
method defined by PJM.

II. FRAMEWORK AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this study, a DR framework similar to that proposed
in [21] was used where regulation services were performed by
a DR aggregator by controlling aggregated household loads.
Each house was assumed to have one HVAC unit. In this
framework, a central controller (belonging to the DR aggre-
gator) gathers information from smart thermostats required to
make decisions about which HVAC to control using algorithms
presented in Section IV. The controller then sends the sig-
nal back to the thermostats to turn ON/OFF the HVACs. The
objective here is to come up with a set of methods and algo-
rithms for the aggregator to control the collection of HVACs
so as to gain maximum credit.

A. Calculation of Performance Score (PS) and Regulation
Service Pay-Off

PJM allows for using sub-metered data to verify the deliv-
ery of regulation services [22]. Hence, it is sufficient to collect
HVAC power consumption data from each participating house
and submit their aggregation as a proof of regulation service
delivery. DR resources must provide at least 0.1 MW of regu-
lation capability (RegMW) and should submit their midpoint
MW value [22], [23].

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic principle of regulation ser-
vice provision. Aggregated load must be controlled, as
closely as possible, to follow the two-second regulation sig-
nals. The aggregated load varies around a value, called
MidpointPower, through a certain range, called the regulation
capability (RegMW). PJM ranks and pays regulation resources
based on the performance score (PS) and RegMW. The more
closely and quickly the aggregated power follows the regula-
tion signal, the higher is the PS. PJM provides mathematical
formulae to calculate PS in [23].

In PJM, the pay-off for regulation services, i.e., Total
Regulation Credit (TRC), is determined as the sum of Capacity
Credit (Ccapacity) and Performance Credit (Cperformance) [23],
where:

Ccapacity = RegMW × PS× CCP (1)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of regulation service.

Cperformance = RegMW × PS×MR× PCP (2)

TRC = Ccapacity + Cperformance (3)

The CCP (Capability Clearing Price) and PCP (Performance
Clearing Price) are determined by PJM through the wholesale
market clearing process and can be considered independent
variables for the optimization purpose. MR (Hourly Mileage
Ratio) is the ratio of the hourly mileage of the regulation
signal to the 30-day average of mileage of RegA and is an
independent variable calculated based on historical regulation
signal [24].

B. Maximizing Regulation Service Pay-Off

The objective is to maximize the TRC. Assuming that the
regulation service is to be provided for a period T (from tstart

to tend). To maximize the total credit which is proportional to
PS × RegMW (as per (3)), the objective can be stated as:

maximize PS× RegMW

Subject to: θlowern ≤ TA
tk
n ≤ θuppern ∀n, ∀k

responsetk =
N∑

n=1

PHVACn ∗ Utk
n ∀k

TA
tk+1
n = f

(
TA

tk
n , TM

tk
n , Ctk , Ttk

o , �t, Utk
n

)

Utk
n = 1 if Utk−1

n = 1 and tk − tnlastON
≤ MIN_ON

Utk
n = 0 if Utk−1

n = 0 and tk − tnlastOFF
≤ MIN_OFF

(4)

where,
RegMW The regulation capability provided (kW)
PS The performance score, calculated based on

response and regulation signal as per [23].
tk Time step. Duration T is divided into a series

of time steps tstart ≤ tk < tend

TA
tk
n Indoor air temperature of house n at time

tk (◦F)
θlowernθuppern Lower/upper bounds of acceptable tempera-

ture of house n (◦F)
PHVACn Rated power of HVAC at house n (kW)
Utk

n HVAC state (1=ON/0=OFF) for house n at
time tk (and the HVAC is referred to as
HVACn)

TA
tk+1
n Air temperature in the next time step-house n

(◦F)
f A function that models second order thermal

dynamics of a house and expresses indoor air
temperature in the next time step

TA
tk
n Air temperature at time step tk (◦F)

TM
tk
n Building mass temperature at time step tk (◦F)

Ctk House thermal parameters (e.g., insulation,
heat gains and thermal capacity) at time
step tk

Ttk
o Outdoor air temperature at time step tk (◦F)

�t The interval between two time steps
tnlast_ON The latest time step before tk when HVAC n

was turned ON
tnlast_OFF The latest time step before tk when HVAC n

was turned OFF
MIN_ ON The minimum time for which an HVAC must

run once it is turned on (i.e., two minutes in
this study)

MIN_ OFF The minimum time for which an HVAC must
remain off once it is turned OFF (i.e., three
minutes in this study).

Since PS is a measure of how closely the response sig-
nal follows the regulation signal (see Fig. 1), it is dependent
on RegMW, MidpointPower and the HVAC state (Utk

n ) dur-
ing each control interval, and these are the decision variables.
Adjustment of HVAC states (Utk

n ) must satisfy minimum
ON/OFF time requirements, and at the same time, ensuring
indoor temperature comfort constraints. The objective in plain
words is to find the best RegMW and control strategy for
all participating HVACs so that the TRC is maximized, while
meeting the comfort requirements and device constraints of all
houses.

In this study, the second order equivalent thermal param-
eter (ETP) model, i.e., the two-node (building mass, and
building air) heat transfer model from [21], [22], was used
to determine function f. HVACs were modelled as a constant
power consumption device with a constant heat removal rate
(when ON). Their rated capacity was randomly varied among
different houses.

III. PROOF FOR NON-EXISTENCE OF

OPTIMAL SOLUTION

In our previous work [21], an optimal control strategy for
a group of HVACs was derived to keep the aggregated HVAC
power below a fixed minimum possible level during a DR
period while respecting homeowners’ comfort constraints. One
might think that a similar optimal strategy might exist that
makes the aggregated HVAC power optimally follow a reg-
ulation signal while respecting comfort constraints. However,
regulation signals change every two seconds, which is much
shorter than the minimum HVAC ON/OFF time constraint
(e.g., 2-3 minutes) introduced to prevent short cycling of
AC compressors. Therefore, no algorithm can preemptively
perform optimal control of a group of HVACs to make the
aggregated power follow a regulation signal most closely. The
proof-by-counterexample for non-existence of optimal solution
is presented next.
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Fig. 2. HVAC control illustration.

Consider a simplified regulation problem with just two
HVACs, HVAC A in house A and HVAC B in house B. The
rated power of both HVACs was assumed to be one unit and
the minimum ON/OFF time was set to be three time steps.
The HVACs were considered to be in their cooling mode.
At the beginning of the regulation period at t0, both HVACs
were assumed to have fulfilled their minimum ON/OFF time
requirements, and free to change their states. Two different
cases of regulation signals were considered, Case I and Case II,
as outlined at the bottom of Fig. 2.

First, let us consider Case I.
At t0: the regulation signal dictates that the aggregated

power be equal to one unit. There can only be two algorithms
that can meet this requirement, Algorithm 1 which turns on
HVAC B at t0 and Algorithm 2 which turns on HVAC A at
t0. No other scenario is possible.

At t1: Algorithm 1 turns on HVAC A and turn off HVAC
B to prevent house A’s indoor temperature from hitting
the upper boundary, while Algorithm 2 is forced to keep
HVAC A turned on to maintain its minimum ON time
requirement.

At t2: the states of HVACs need to be maintained to be
same as that at t1 to fulfill the minimum ON/OFF time require-
ments. Up till t2, the aggregated power matches the regulation
signal.

At t3: the regulation signal increases the required aggregated
HVAC power needs to two units. This requires both HVACs
to turn ON. Algorithm 2 can do it by keeping HVAC A on
and turning on HVAC B as well, which by now has completed
minimum off time requirement. Algorithm 1, however, cannot
turn on HVAC B as that would violate the minimum OFF
time requirement. Thus, for Case I, Algorithm 2 can follow the
regulation signal, and is optimal, whereas Algorithm 1 cannot.

Now, let us consider Case II.
At t0: the regulation signal is same as before (at one unit),

so both algorithms behave exactly as before.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm (GA) for HVAC Control

1: Get RegMW
2: for each time step k:
3: for each HVAC n:
4: Calculate B

tk
n [21]

5: end for
6: sorted_hvac ← sort list of
HVACs based on B

tk
n

7: sum = 0
8: full = false
9: for HVACn in sorted_hvac:
10: if mustRun(HVACn):
11: U

tk
n = 1

12: sorted_hvac.remove(HVACn)
13: sum = sum+ PHVACn
14: if mustNotRun(HVACn):

15: U
tk
n = 0

16: sorted_hvac.remove(HVACn)
17: for HVACn in sorted_hvac:
18: if B

tk
n + D

tk
n ≤

Bmax
n and not full:

19: if PHVACn + sum ≤ D
tk
L :

20: U
tk
n = 1

21: sum = sum+ PHVACn
22: else:
23: U

tk
n = 0

24: full= true
25: else:
26: U

tk
n = 0

27: end for
28: end for

Algorithm 2 Lazy Algorithm (LA) for HVAC Control
Insert the following line in Algorithm 1 between line 6 and 7:
7: sorted_hvac ← sort again based on ON/OFF (ON first)

At t1: however, the regulation signal becomes two units, so
both HVAC units need to be turned ON to track the signal.
Algorithm 1 can turn on HVAC A, and keep also the HVAC B
ON to meet the requirement. But, Algorithm 2 which just
turned OFF HVAC B at t0 cannot turn it back on just yet, so
it cannot meet the regulation signal requirement. Both algo-
rithms can track the signal from t2 onwards. Thus, for Case II,
Algorithm 1 acts optimally, whereas Algorithm 2 does not.

This counter example shows that the same decision made
at time t0 can become either: (i) the only choice to make
the aggregated HVAC power follow the regulation signal
most closely; or (ii) the choice that prevents the aggre-
gated HVAC power from following the regulation signal most
closely depending upon how the regulation signals change
from t1 onwards. This counter example can serve as a counter
example for the case of hundreds of HVACs as well, by
simply assuming that the half of those HVACs behave like
HVAC A and the other half behave like HVAC B. It should
be noted that, although this counter example might seem to
be simplified, any counter-example in the problem space is
sufficient to prove the non-existence of the universal optimal
algorithm because, to be universally optimal, such algorithm
should be optimal for all conceivable situations of the problem
space.

Hence, a preemptive optimal regulation algorithm cannot
exist. As such, only heuristic algorithms can be designed
that can perform decently well in a range of situations.
The proposed heuristic algorithms are discussed in the next
section.

IV. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

Two heuristic algorithms were developed to deal with aggre-
gated HVAC control following regulation signals, namely:
Greedy Algorithm (GA) and Lazy Algorithm (LA). Note that
because regulation signals vary every two seconds, our con-
trol time step was chosen to be two seconds. Effectively, the
aggregated HVAC power is expected to vary every two seconds
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following regulation signals, while at the same time, allow-
ing no HVAC compressor to cycle faster than their minimum
ON/OFF times of two/three minutes, respectively.

A. Greedy Algorithm (GA)

Rooted on the juggling algorithm presented in our previous
work [21], GA was developed to track dynamic two-second
regulation signals by turning on the HVACs with the earliest
time-to-boundary, incorporating the minimum HVAC ON/OFF
time constraints and taking into account customer comfort.
This algorithm is detailed below.

The sorting by time-to-boundary in line 6 ensures that the
HVAC with the earliest need to turn ON is prioritized for turn-
ing ON during each iteration. Since the run-time complexity of
sorting is log-linear [27], the algorithm has a log-linear time
complexity with respect to the number of HVACs.

The time-to-boundary (Btk
n ) of HVACn (HVAC of house n) at

a given time tk is defined as the time it takes for the tempera-
ture to hit the upper limit if the HVAC remains OFF. The Dtk

n in
the above algorithm is the time by which the time-to-boundary
of HVACn is delayed (increased) when HVACn is turned ON
during a control period. It depends on house properties and
HVAC capacity. Its numerical value can be determined by cal-
culating the difference between two time-to-boundary values
obtained using: one–chosen at the current temperature, and the
other–made equal to the temperature attained when the HVAC
cools the building for one control period [21]. The control
period is the control time step (two seconds) if the HVAC is
already ON, or is the minimum HVAC ON time (two minutes)
if the current status of the HVAC is OFF.

Bmax
n is the maximum allowable time-to-boundary for

HVACn, which is a proxy for the lower temperature limit.
The regulation MW level to be met (Dtk

L ) at time step tk is
calculated as:

Dtk
L = regtk ∗ RegMWhr/2+ midPowerhr (5)

where,
regtk Current regulation signal value (varies from

−1 to +1) at time tk
hr Current hour, int(tk/3600)

RegMWhr Regulation capability being delivered for the
current hour (hr)

midPowerhr Midpoint power level of the current hour
Determination of RegMWhr and midPowerhr is discussed in

Section IV-C.
The function mustRun(HVACn)/mustNotRun(HVACn) deter-

mines if HVACn must run or must not run in the current time
step. It returns true if any of the following conditions are met:
(i) HVACn was recently turned ON/OFF less than its minimum
ON/OFF time; (ii) if HVACn is turned ON/OFF right now but
turning it OFF/ON for at least its minimum OFF/ON time
would result in the indoor temperature hitting the upper/lower
boundary; and (iii) if HVACn is turned OFF/ON, but letting it
remain OFF/ON for an additional time step would make the
indoor temperature hit the upper/lower boundaries.

This algorithm is named ‘greedy’ because it greedily pri-
oritizes HVACs with the earliest time-to-boundary for being
candidates to turn ON.

B. Lazy Algorithm (LA)

In this study, LA was developed as a modification to the
GA. In particular, instead of prioritizing HVACs with their
earliest time-to-boundary, it prioritizes maintaining the state
of HVACs (ON or OFF) so as to minimize the state changes.
It tends to avoid the job of changing HVAC states for as long
as possible, so it is named lazy algorithm. The detail of this
algorithm is outlined below:

The LA is mostly the same as the GA except that
the sorted_hvac is stable-sorted again based on the current
ON/OFF status of HVACs. This results in HVACs that are
already ON to be prioritized for remaining ON (and con-
sequently the HVACs which are OFF are prioritized for
remaining OFF) in the current time step. If the current power
requirement is unmet by the currently ON HVACs, only then
OFF HVACs are considered for turning ON. Within the ON
and OFF groups, the decisions remain prioritized by their
time-to-boundary.

It can be noted that the problem of inadvertent synchroniza-
tion of HVAC typical of setpoint change based control does
not happen with either of the algorithms because, the state of
the HVAC is explicitly controlled by the algorithm as per the
heuristic as opposed to just controlling the thermostat setpoint.

C. Determining midPowerhr and RegMW

midPowerhr and RegMW are determined as follows:
1) Determining the Midpoint Level (midPowerhr): One of

the major constraints is to maintain the indoor temperatures of
all participating houses within the upper and lower temperature
boundaries. The indoor temperature is the function of the cool-
ing energy expended by an HVAC. If the total hourly energy
expenditure during a regulation period remains the same as the
energy expenditure without regulation, the average indoor tem-
perature of the house is expected to be about the same level
with or without regulation. Studying PJM’s historical RegD
signals shows that although the mean value varies hour to
hour on average in a year, the mean is centered around zero.
This implies, if the midpoint level is chosen to be same as
the hourly average HVAC power consumption (without regula-
tion), the same amount of energy is consumed with regulation
as without regulation. Hence, the average indoor temperature
can be more or less maintained to be around the same value
without letting them drift.

Thus, in this study the midpoint power level was chosen as:
midPowerhr= basePowerhr. Where, basePowerhr is the aver-
age power consumption of all HVACs for hour hr without
regulation.

2) Determining the RegMW: RegMW should be selected
such that the total regulation credit (TRC), which is pro-
portional to PS*RegMW as per (3), is maximized. Since
the midpoint power is fixed at basePowerhr, the maximum
value of RegMW, RegMWmax = min(2 ∗ midPowerhr, 2 ∗
(maxPowerhr − midPowerhr)), where maxPowerhr is the total
power of all the HVACs combined.

As RegMW is decreased from its maximum value, PS can
increase, thereby having the potential for the credit to increase.
A binary search algorithm, similar to that used in [21] to
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Fig. 3. Average PS and regulation credit variations with RegMW for RegD.

determine best demand limit, could be used to determine the
optimal RegMW for each hour. This was accomplished by
iterating the RegMW value and using a simulation model to
determine the performance score and calculating the TRC at
each iteration step. However, the simulation study –carried
out by varying the RegMW down from the maximum towards
its 50% value for a various assortment of real world regu-
lation signals and for various hours of the day– shows that
the PS does not increase fast enough or at all to compen-
sate for the reduced RegMW. Hence, the maximum credit is
always available at the maximum RegMW. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 for various values of RegMW normalized with respect
to RegMWmax for the simulation run of 100 houses using LA,
as GA and LA exhibit similar properties.

D. Strength and Weakness of the GA and LA

As GA tends to turn ON the HVACs with the earliest time-
to-boundary, GA always favors to keep time-to-boundaries of
different houses close and as much away from zero as possible.
Hence, it results in frequent HVAC state changes. If there is
an abrupt change in a regulation signal at any given time,
many HVACs are likely to be locked out (because of recent
state transitions) and cannot immediately respond to the signal.
However, because the time-to-boundaries are concentrated and
away from zero, HVAC states would likely be maintained for
considerably long time compared to LA before the HVACs
are forced to turn ON/OFF to prevent time-to-boundary from
becoming zero (i.e., the temperature hitting the boundary).

On the other hand, LA lets HVACs maintain their states
unless the temperature comfort constraints are to be violated.
This minimizes unnecessary state transitions, and reserves the
opportunity to abruptly change states if required in a short
notice as per the regulation signal. However, it lets the time-
to-boundaries to disperse and float near zero or maximum-
time-to-boundaries. Hence, should an abrupt change of large
magnitude occur in the regulation signal (this will require
ON/OFF responses from most of the participating HVACs),
because the time-to-boundaries are already near the limits, this

algorithm will not be capable of delivering that level of power
for an extended period of time.

Since each algorithm has its weakness and strength, the
overall performance will depend upon the nature of the regula-
tion signal. Next section describes the simulation study and the
performance of each algorithm tested using real-world regula-
tion signals. In addition, the impacts of temperature comfort
range, regulation signal type and signal delay on the PS and
TRC are discussed.

V. SIMULATION STUDIES AND DISCUSSION

Simulation studies for a collection of 100 houses were con-
ducted using SimPy [28] – a python based discrete event
simulation library, using the ETP model [21], [22] as the ther-
mal models of residential houses, similar to the house_e model
in GridLAB-D [24], [25]. House floor areas and other thermal
parameters were randomized around typical values (e.g., floor
area avg of 2200 sq ft). Typical meteorological year outdoor
temperature and solar insolation data for Sterling, VA, were
used. The simulation duration was set to 20 days starting on
August 2nd, 2017 and the regulation signals for those 20 days
were downloaded from PJM [31].

It is to be noted that the regulation signal has no correla-
tion whatsoever between hours. The signal between any two
hours in a certain day is as unrelated as the signal between the
hours in a different year. So, as far as ensuring all varieties of
regulation signal is concerned, we believe 20 days x 24 hours
is sufficient. In a similar vein, the simulation was conducted
for 20 days to introduce sufficient variation in the outdoor
weather pattern. And to introduce variation in the house char-
acteristics, the simulation was conducted on a collection of
100 houses with their thermal parameters randomly varied.
So, in essence, each hour of those 480 hours of simulation
serves a separate study.

Simulations without regulation services have been con-
ducted with comfort range of ±1◦F (a typical thermostat
deadband) to determine the basePower for various base set-
points.

Because the minimum RegMW quantity that would qualify
for participating in the wholesale market is 100kW, participa-
tion in the regulation services only occurs when RegMWhr

is at least 100kW. In the following case studies, LA with
the comfort range of ±2◦F, the base setpoint of 77◦F (based
on [32]), RegD signals with no communication delay were
used, unless otherwise noted. While PS is shown for each
hour in Section V-A, averaged PS over the 20-day regulation
services is shown in other Subsections.

A. GA vs LA vs Random Scheduling

The variation of PS for all hours during the simulation when
regulation was provided is plotted in the Fig. 4 for both GA
and LA. As shown, for almost all of the cases, LA outper-
forms GA by a good margin. The average PS for GA was
89.37% while it was 94.42% for LA. For the sake of compar-
ison, a simulation run was also conducted with the random
scheduling algorithm (RA), where the algorithm randomly
picks which HVACs to turn ON/OFF from the pool of eligible
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Fig. 4. PS for various regulation cases with different algorithms.

HVACs, similar to that proposed in [17], [18]. The average PS
for the RA was 88.28%, so both GA and LA proposed in this
paper perform better than RA.

Performance of GA and LA during a typical day is depicted
in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows the performance of LA that makes
the aggregated household load follow the regulation signal
during hours 9 to 10 with PS of 94.78%. Under the same con-
dition, GA in Fig. 5(b) performs slightly poorly with PS of
only 90.36%. Although there were a few hours during which
GA performed slightly better than LA, LA was found to per-
form much better than GA for almost all the cases. Hence,
LA was used for the remaining analysis in determining the
impacts of setpoints, thermal comfort constraint, communica-
tion delay and regulation signal type on regulation services. It
can be noted in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) that the indoor tem-
peratures of the houses are kept within ±2◦F of the 77 ◦F
setpoint in both cases.

B. Effects of Using Different Base Set Points

The base setpoint, i.e., the midpoint value of the tempera-
ture comfort range of the houses, was chosen to be 77◦F in
this study. A simulation sweep was conducted with the base
setpoint of 75, 76, 77, 78, and 79◦F to study its effect on
PS, RegMWhr

max and consequently the regulation credit (TRC).
The plot in Fig. 6(a) shows that as the base set point is low-
ered from 77◦F, the average RegMWhr

max increases. This is
understandable because it requires more energy to maintain
a lower average temperature, and hence the basePowerhr needs
to increase, which allows for higher RegMWhr

max. The average
PS remains more or less the same, so the regulation credit
increases with lower set points, though not by much.

C. Effects of Varying the Comfort Range

A sweep of comfort range from 1◦F to 5◦F was conducted to
study its impact on PS (and consequently directly on TRC).
The result in Fig. 6(b) shows that there is a sharp increase
in PS when going from comfort range of 1◦F to 2◦F, but it
quickly saturates. Hence, ± 2◦F seems to be a reasonable
tradeoff between comfort and performance.

Fig. 5. A typical example day difference in PS: (a) LA performing better
than GA; and (b) GA performing poorer than LA.

D. Effects of Communication Time Delay

So far, we have assumed that the DR aggregator can change
the ON/OFF status of AC compressors with a negligible time
delay. However, time delays always exist when communicat-
ing with smart thermostats, i.e., sending control commands
to adjust HVAC set points in real-world implementation. The
impact on PS when introducing various communication delays
is summarized in Fig. 6(c), showing the resulting PS with
varying delay from 0 to 20 seconds. As expected, PS keeps
degrading as the delay increases, but it still remains quite high
even up to five (5) seconds of communication delay. As such,
LA appears to perform quite well even in real-world scenarios
with delays.

E. Performance Analysis With RegA Signals

So far, RegD has been used because, unlike RegA, it is
expected to be zero centered. As such, for RegA it is expected
that temperatures of participating houses to be saturated at near
their upper/lower comfort boundaries more often, and the PS to
be not as good as with RegD. Fig. 6(d) shows PS while using
RegA signals with various values of RegMW, normalized with
respect to RegMWmax. PS does improve, in general, when
RegMW is reduced considerably. However, the PS does not
improve fast enough to compensate for the reduced RegMW
to improve the regulation credit. As such, just as in the case of
RegD, the maximum credit is still obtained at RegMWmax. But
this credit is about 0.7434 units compared to the 0.944 units in
the case of RegD (Fig. 3), which is 21.2% less. As such, aggre-
gated HVAC control is much more suitable for RegD signal
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Fig. 6. (a) Impact of base set point on regulation credit; (b) Impact of comfort range on PS; (c) Impact of time delay on PS; (d) Average PS and regulation
credit variations with RegMW for RegA signals; and (e) Impact of regulation on AC cycling.

than RegA. The peculiar decrease and increase of PS around
the normalized RegMW of 0.95 and higher (see Fig. 6(d))
is because of the peculiarity of the regulation signal. Serving
a higher RegMW in general is harder because it requires turn-
ing ON/OFF a large number HVACs which might not always
be possible because of the temperature constraints. However,
sometimes, the opportunity to turn ON greater number of
HVACs can become useful to keep the temperatures within
constraints, if in the preceding time period, they have been
turned OFF for a long period of time.

F. Impact on the Number of AC Cycling

One concern while performing DR using HVAC is if the
control results in an increasing number of AC cycling, thereby
reducing the service life of the compressor. Fig. 6(e) shows
the average number of daily cycles of all ACs for each of the
20 days, which varies based on the control algorithm used. It
can be seen that GA always results in a substantial increase in
the average number of AC cycling, but LA results in a much
less increase in the AC cycling. This is understandable since
LA tends to avoid cycling as much as possible (hence lazy).

G. Summary

Results of the simulation studies have been summarized in
the Table I. The light blue tags highlight the parameters that
are swept, and the orange tags highlight the values influenced
by that sweep. The dark orange highlights the best result of
each sweep.

TABLE I
RESULT SUMMARY

Rows 1-2 indicates that LA has superior performance to
GA with RegD. Rows 3-8 indicate that the performance of
LA is better with RegD than RegA, and that PS and TRC
decrease with the decrease in RegMW. Rows 9-11 illustrate
the impact of base set point variation. Rows 12-15 show the
impact of comfort range variations. And, rows 16-18 are for
communication delay variation. The case with the 75◦F base
set point with comfort range of ±5◦F and no communication
delay gives the maximum TRC for each of those sweeps.
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Fig. 7. Total regulation credit in dollars. Black areas are hours when the
total regulation capacity was less than 100kW and no regulation is provided.

H. Regulation Credit Estimate for 100 Houses

The final simulation run was conducted using LA, assuming
a realistic two-second communication delay for smart ther-
mostat control. This was to determine the dollar amount an
aggregator can expect to earn per year by selling regulation
services from an aggregation of 100 houses. The study period
was from April 1st to October 31st (214 days, when the AC
was in operation). Regulation services were assumed to be pro-
vided during all hours when at least 100kW of RegMW could
be provided. The CCP, PCP and MR for those time period
were downloaded from PJM. Using (3), TRC was calculated
for all those hours. TRC is shown in Fig. 7 as the heatmap
plot.

The figure indicates that the credits are low for most hours,
but occasionally, credits can be higher than $100 for some
hours. These occur when the CCP and PCP become excep-
tionally high due to market dynamics. In this study, the total
credit adds up to $11,103, effectively averaging out to be about
$111 per house per annum.

VI. CONCLUSION

The LA proposed in this paper was found to be able to
provide up to 94.2% performance score while following real-
world RegD signals from PJM, compared to 89.37% provided
by GA. Also, HVAC control was found to be more suit-
able for RegD signals, providing about 27% more credit than
RegA signals. This was understandable since RegD was zero
centered and did not require as much energy storage capa-
bility in the resource as RegA. An example simulation with
100 houses for the whole year conducted using the market
clearing price data from PJM showed that a total regulation
credit of up to $11,103 per annum could be obtained. The
proposed algorithm hence potentially serves as a practical
tool for DR aggregators to explore the market for regulation
services through an aggregated control of residential HVACs.
In addition, we showed that the optimal algorithm for regu-
lation was not possible and the heuristic algorithm presented
in this paper was shown to perform well in a range of real-
world situations. But it might be possible to find approximate

optimal solution, and this could be a topic of further
research.
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